
Pure 
Life Energy 
Delivered in Style



A New Quality of Life!

                    
the biotech company
with a global mission & vision

CENTROPIX  stands for pure well-being.  
We are pioneering products in the sphere 
of electromagnetic field and frequency  
application. Our patented biotech products 
are creating a new holistic level of attaining 
quality of life and natural health.
 
Our mission is to take mental and physical  
well-being to the next level. The luxury  
of quality living is now accessible to everyone.

We offer a natural way to regain the feel-
ings of pure life energy, grounding and  
balance! This holistic wellness concept not 
only provides protection from the destructive 
environment that robs us of our power,  
but also gives our bodies new energy. 

Get back the pure “life energy” that was 
once taken from you by adopting the use of 
mulitfunctional products from CENTROPIX.



In our ongoing journey to find solutions to the challenges of our 
time, we are proud to present our latest creation - the BUBBLE2. 

This unique “frequency jewelry” with three interchangeable 
covers represents a groundbreaking advancement toward 
holistic well-being.

BUBBLE 2 a fusion of 
technology and style

When lifestyle, 
well-being 
and technology 
merge.



Electromagnetic fields and frequencies have been used successfully for 
decades in various applications such as wellness, therapy and fitness to 
promote well-being.

The B2 is a fashion accessory and at the same time a masterpiece of 
our engineers in the field of wellness and fitness. By integrating natural 
magnetic field conditions and earth resonance frequencies, better known 
as Schumann frequencies, the B2 becomes a stylish companion that can 
have positive effects on your well-being. 

The aim of the development was to find a technical way to compensate for 
the prevailing problems of Schumann anomalies and the loss of the earth’s 
magnetic field intensity using natural frequencies and electromagnetic field 
movements.

The magic of natural pulsating 
magnetic fields and frequencies

Balance 
despite earth anomalies
In the last few centuries, the intensity of our Earth’s 
magnetic field has decreased by more than 50%. 

Since 2014, measuring stations have recorded  
significant anomalies in Schumann resonance field 
conditions, which previously seemed stable. Possible  
explanations range from shifts in the magnetic poles, 
climate change, global warming and increased  
volcanic activity to changes in the Earth’s axis 
and discharges in the Earth’s atmosphere. The 
Schumann frequencies, in particular the well-known  
fundamental frequency of 7.83 Hz, are decisive  
for health and well-being. It is believed that the  
stability of the Earth’s electromagnetic environment 
is linked to the normal functioning of the human brain 
and body. 

Evaluation of the TOMSK measuring station
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 • balance out fluctuations in the Schumann earth resonance & field conditions
 • reestablish a connection to the elemental force of the earth (grounding)
 • increase life energy
 • promote focus & concentration
 • increase general well-being
 • improve mental clarity 

The BUBBLE 2
 can help ...

Frequency Power
within a classy pendant



The Schumann frequency, also known as the earth’s frequency, is more 
than just a physical vibration. It is fundamental to the balance of body 
and mind.  

The BUBBLE2 acts as a personal “grounder”, simulating the course of 
the Schumann field conditions & frequencies. 

In this way, the earth’s fundamental frequency is not only transported, 
but actively integrated into everyday life in order to develop the full 
potential of your life energy.

The basic functions of the B2

BUBBLE 2
 

is a pure form 
of “earth-grounding.” 
The smallest technology 
with a massive effect!



Solar Plexus Chakra

Third Eye Chakra

The transmission of all frequencies 
takes place with a Sferics-like progression.

“Sferics“ refers to the pulsed occurrence 
of electromagnetic waves of natural origin 
in the earth`s atmosphere. 

The BUBBLE2 uses this Sferics-like 
technology to optimize the transmission of 
frequencies and provide you with an effective 
solution for your health and well-being.

Sferics (atmospheric impulse) Wearing the B2 
properly
The BUBBLE² is preferably worn on the 
chest just below the sternum, near the 
area of the solar plexus.

According to chakra teachings, this 
particular positioning facilitates pure life 
energy and creates a direct connection 
between the solar plexus chakra (gut
feeling/healthy digestion) and the third 
eye chakra (subconscious/consciousness/
well-being center) and feeds the 
morphogenetic energy field.

This special positioning enables the BUBBLE² 
to focus its innovative functions on these 
energy centers.



CENTROPIX APP - 
the key to personalize your B2

The CENTROPIX APP opens up a world of customization options to suit your individual 
lifestyle, giving you full control over the functionality of your B2.

Experience ultimate comfort for your health in the auto-
pilot mode of the BUBBLE2. In addition to four powerful 
Schumann frequencies and three intensity levels, the 
basic package also offers fully automatic adjustment. 

The BUBBLE2 and its intelligent charging station are 
able to retrieve the current Schumann resonance 
frequencies and automatically find the optimum setting 
for the day. To do this, simply place your BUBBLE2 
on the charging station for a few seconds. 

Your path to greater well-being has never been so easy!

Discover the power of Schumann frequencies with the 
BUBBLE2 and experience the effect of four unique natural 
frequencies, which are included in the purchase price. 

    •    7.83 Hz
    •  14.10 Hz
    •  20.30 Hz
    •  26.40 Hz

The B2 is charged with the Schumann frequency of 7.83 Hz 
and intensity level 1 (approx. 40 µT) as standard and can 
also be operated without an app.
 
Treat yourself to the ultimate experience for body and mind!

Standard frequencies
(Schumann)

The “autopilot”



Enhance your B2 experience 
with exciting frequency packages
Immerse yourself in the harmonic world using 
the sacred Solfeggio sound frequencies! 
These frequencies are known worldwide and 
are said to trigger special effects on body, 
mind and soul. They are also said to positively 
influence our DNA. 

With our optional frequency packages, which 
you can test free of charge for 30 days, there 
are many possibilities to customize frequencies 
according to your individual needs. Previously 
designed packages offer an inspiring introduction 
to the world of harmonious well-being. 

Experience the transformative power of 
various frequencies and create your own B2!



Individual experiences 
are ready to customize
The easy to use frequency wheel on the app 
offers setting options aligned with your chosen 
frequency package.

With full activation using the complete frequency  
package, you can select frequencies in the 
range from 0.076 hertz to 1,000 hertz. 

Customize your BUBBLE2 precisely to your 
individual requirements. 

By saving your preferred frequencies in a practical 
frequency list, you have quick access to use 
them at any time. 

Indispensable B2 in-app tools offer the 
convenience of diversity to the fullest.



The daily planner
Customize each day of the week according to 
your needs:

The daily plan input form offers you the flexibility 
to configure each day of the week according to 
your personal preferences and needs. 

In this way, you can optimize the B2 individually 
to compliment your daily rhythm of activity or rest. 
This daily plan forms the basis for your weekly 
schedule!

The weekly plan
The BUBBLE2 App presents an innovative 
function called The Weekly Plan. Specially 
developed for the optional frequencies, 
this plan allows you to customize it to your 
individual needs. Your BUBBLE2 automatically 
switches to the desired frequencies at the 
times you specify.

Organize your week precisely according to 
your wishes - simply select the appropriate 
frequency for your working hours, sports, 
rest periods, etc.

With up to seven fixed program changes per 
day, there are no limits to your creativity.

Experience the freedom of individual frequency 
design with the B2 weekly plan!



Technology
The BUBBLE2 combines leading German 
technology with Swiss engineering and is 
thoughtfully made of medical grade bio-
compatible materials. 

Its unique electronic concept includes 
magnetic coils, powerful intelligent control 
electronics, and light pulses. 

The interchangeable cover allows you to 
design your device according to your 
personal taste. 

The B2 is splash-proof and can easily be 
updated using the intelligent inductive 
charging unit via infrared (without Bluetooth 
or Wi-Fi radiation) and is easy to update. 
You can replace the battery yourself as needed.

Experience technology at a new level!

Covers in three colors
Demonstration model made of clear plastic 

(Left: front and open / Right: back)



Pioneering multifunctional
wellness technologies

C E N T R O P I X  P R O D U C T S

PATENTED & AWARD-WINNING

2 in 1 Solution: KLOUD innovation for both 
humans and animals

Separate neck blanket
integrates with

Separate horse blanket 
integrates with 

Powered by

Prof. Dr. Wolf A. Kafka

We are proud to present the world’s first and only 
product featuring Kafka’s new patented signal 
configuration with the introduction of PEMA 
(Pulsed Electromagnetic Activation) technology. 



If you want to understand the universe, 

then think in terms of energy, 

frequency and vibration!
Nikola Tesla

» Responsible for the content  
CENTROPIX Global AG
Industriering 14
FL-9491 Ruggell

Image rights 
•  HARRYS Werbeagentur
•  Adobe Stock

General note 
Changes, printing and typesetting errors excepted. 
The German version forms the basis for all trans-
lations. Please note that the images and layouts 
shown, in particular those of the BUBBLE2 and 
the app, may vary due to further developments 
and updates. 

We reserve the right to make changes in order to 
offer the best features and design improvements. 
Thank you for your understanding.

 Imprint
Medical Disclaimers 
CENTROPIX does not provide any medical 
services. The products are not intended for 
the detection, prevention, monitoring, treat-
ment or alleviation of diseases. If you have 
any health problems or questions about your 
health always consult your doctor.

We at CENTROPIX do not make any healing 
claims, such as those circulating on the Internet  
about various frequencies. We do not accept 
any information without scientific testing and 
reproduction according to strict criteria.

  Legal 
 Notes
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